Welcome to the 5th event of the Bulk Annuities
and Longevity Swaps Member Interest Group
“Pension scheme consolidation”
19 July 2018
AGENDA

19 July 2018

Welcome: Costas Yiasoumi

5:15pm

Presentations, Q&A, discussion
and debate: Akash Rooprai,
Ashok Gupta, Nick Johnson,
Sarah Parkin, Tracy Blackwell

5:25pm

Networking

7:00pm

These events could not happen without your managing
committee volunteers and the firms that offer their
facilities to us
Objectives of the MIG

Your managing committee – now includes
three volunteers* from legal community

1. Education/CPD
2. Share case studies/best practices
3. Communication of new / developing
ideas in the de-risking market
4. Networking














May touch on related areas but these
will not be a primary focus. Eg member
option exercises, asset strategies and
transition, benefit changes etc

400 members
19 July 2018

Akash Rooprai – Capita
Andrew Muddle – Munich Re
Costas Yiasoumi (Chair) – Legal & General
Dominic Moret – Legal & General
Frankie Borrell – Legal & General
Hannah Cook – Aon
Rachel Pinto* - Herbert Smith Freehills
Rebecca Zhang – JUST
Sebastian Reger* – Sackers
Steve Higginbottom – First Actuarial
Thibault Jeakings* – CMS
Vacancy – name TBC

Some 200 here tonight!
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Work and Pensions Committee
Oral evidence, 6 June 2018
• Steve McCabe: You will have heard that I asked about
the superfund model earlier, and I want to come back to
that. Why should a scheme like the pension superfund be
eligible for PPF protection and why should the PPF and
people paying the levy be effectively underwriting what is
a commercial profitmaking venture?
• Oliver Morley: That is a good question.

The evidence sessions are enlightening …
19 July 2018
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Work and Pensions Committee
Oral evidence, 6 June 2018
• Steve McCabe: You will have heard that I asked about
the superfund model earlier, and I want to come back to
that. Why should a scheme like the pension superfund be
eligible for PPF protection and why should the PPF and
people paying the levy be effectively underwriting what is
a commercial profitmaking venture?
• Oliver Morley: That is a good question.
• Steve McCabe: Give us a good answer.

… for their wit! …
19 July 2018
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Written evidence from the Pension Protection Fund
(BPW0029)
… and their content …
• “As the PPF is itself a form of consolidation vehicle, we
well recognise the potential benefits of consolidation.
Consolidation offers opportunities to drive greater
efficiency from scheme assets, reduce costs and improve
governance.
• Given the highly fragmented nature of the universe of DB
schemes, consolidation could play an important role in the
long term.”

19 July 2018
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Written evidence from Association of British Insurers
(BPW0030)
… but as ever there are many facets to any debate
• “Securing policyholder pension benefits must be at the
heart of any new framework. It is then unclear why we
would move to a system that means there may still be a 1in-10 chance of members not receiving their full benefits.
In contrast, insurance firms offer virtual certainty of
payment because capital rules mean firms must be able to
survive a 1-in-200 year event over a one-year time.”

19 July 2018
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Today’s event
• Is all about bringing out the concepts and issues through
an interactive format so that we can all leave tonight’s
event more informed and intrigued than when we arrived!

• It is not about consolidation vs no consolidation, or bulk
annuities vs consolidation vehicles …
• … and we shall not be taking a show of hands at the end!

19 July 2018
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Introducing your presenters today

Akash
Rooprai

Sarah
Parkin

Tracy
Blackwell

Nick
Johnson

Ashok
Gupta

Capita

Linklaters

Pension
Insurance
Corporation

Clara
Pensions

Various

19 July 2018
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PENSION FUND CONSOLIDATION

Tracy Blackwell
CEO
July 2018

Pension fund consolidation – the insurance regime

■ Bulk annuity insurers are consolidators of DB schemes
■ Regulation
- Regulated by the PRA and FCA on a close and continuous basis
- Solvency II significantly developed

■ Risk based capital

- The level of surplus resources held is directly linked to the level of risk being run

■ Governance

- Board (with independent members) provides oversight and governance
- Separate management team to run the business

■ Risk management

- “Three Lines of Defence” model with fully formed risk, internal audit and compliance functions
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Profit Release
£

Our business model: key steps to secure member benefits
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Alignment of investor and policyholder interests –
PIC balance sheet at year-end 2017
Asset Breakdown:

(Financial
Investments net of
derivative positions
and current assets)

£4.8bn
Assets allocated to
covering Solvency
Risk and Prudent
Margins that will
generate future
cashflows for capital
providers
(debt and equity)

7.0

1.9

6.0
1.8

5.0
£bn

Total Assets
£25.2bn

Illustrative profile of future cash generation from current in-force business

4.0
3.0

2.6

2.0
1.0
0.0

£20.4bn
Matching
Assets

Net of prudent
margins
(anticipated to be used
to pay claims and
expenses)

2018-2027

2028 - 2037

2038+

The £4.8bn of assets held in excess of that allocated to
meet claims and expenses will only flow to shareholders
once the pensions it protects has been paid.
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Benefits of the insurance model

■ Protection of scheme member benefits is at the heart of the system
- Policyholder benefits guaranteed, and then backed by FSCS to 100%

■ Management of the potential for systemic risk
■ Robust regulatory framework
■ Well-resourced, proactive regulators
■ Alignment of interests between investors and policyholders
■ All engenders trust in the system
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Contact

Pension Insurance Corporation
14 Cornhill
London EC3V 3ND
Telephone: +44 (0)20 7105 2000
Fax: +44 (0)20 7105 2001
Email: enquiries@pensioncorporation.com
www.pensioncorporation.com
.

This publication has been prepared for general guidance on matters of interest only, and does not constitute professional advice. You should not act upon the information contained
in this publication without obtaining specific professional advice. No representation or warranty (express or implied) is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information
contained in this publication, and, to the extent permitted by law, Pension Corporation, its members, employees and agents do not accept or assume any liability, responsibility or
duty of care for any consequences of you or anyone else acting, or refraining to act, in reliance on the information contained in this publication or for any decision based on it.
'Pension Corporation' refers to Pension Insurance Corporation plc and its affiliated entities. Pension Insurance Corporation is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority FRN 454345.
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